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Abstract. A theorem of Hartmanis and Hopcroft is extended to obtain further independence 
results related to ‘P = ?NP’. Alternative proofs are give for some of these results, following Hajek, 
obtaining @ and Es complete sets. It is pointed out however, that these theorems neither support 
the evidence for nor against he independence of P = NP. 
1. Introduction 
The task of deciding the P = ?NP problem has so far resisted solution. As much 
effort has been expended on this in the last few years, it is perhaps worthwhile 
investigating whether in fact P = NP cannot be formally decided in some axiomiza- 
tion of, say, Number Theary. Investigations of this sort have been carried out by 
Hartmanis and Hopcroft [3]. They showed that a certain relativization of P = NP is 
undecidable in some theory 7’, namely Phi = NP4i, and furthermore &i is the 
characteristic function of 4, citing this as evidence for the belief of the ind.ependence 
of P = NP. We shall show that this is no real support to the undecidability of P = NP, 
by extending their results and exhibiting 
(i) & the characteristic function of a set A, wheie PA = NPA but P&f = NP’i is 
undecidable, and 
(ii) 4j, the characteristic function of B, where PB ZNPB but P”i # NP” is 
undecidable. 
Considering (ii) in a little more detail, the proof would yield an index k, so that & is 
the characteristic function of B (and hence = &), but ‘Pbk # NP4’ is provable - what 
cannot be shown in number theory is ‘& = 4j’. 
These two results have also been shown by Hgjek [2] using entirely different 
techniques. He did this by proving that 
{i 1 di is provably total A Phi # NP@“} is&-complete 
and 
{i I4i is provably total AP” = NP”} is $&complete. 
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We shall illustrate his method in Section 3 
A Co(NP’j) + NP”‘} is also II:- complete. 
2. Independence results 
by provirrg *that he set {i I& total 
We require an extension of Hartmanis and Hopcroft’s main lemma [3]. TO state 
this we need the following definition. 
Definition 1. Let p(X) be a formula with set variable X, then p has the finite 
difference property (f.d.p.) iff 
VXY [X and Y differ by a finite amount + (P(X)++ 1y( Y))]. 
The formulas p(X) which will be used in applications will be arithmetic involving 
NP* and P* (the relativizaticn to X of the non-deterministic and deterministic 
polynomial bounded sets) a nd so will automatically satisfy f.d.p. 
If & is the standard enumeration of the partial recursive functions, then giver, 
F(X), we let ;L(j)c* P(c$~’ [O]). 
Main Lemma 1. Suppose p(X) is arithmetic, has the f.d.p. and there exist recursive 
sets B and Csatisfying V(B) and ?P(C). There is an index io such thut for any 
consistent axiomatizable theory T extending Peano Arithmetic, #(iO) is undecidable, 
i.e. 
I+= I$(io) and bL&(io). 
Proof. Modifying Hartmanis and Hopcroft’s construction, define 
i 
0, if there is a proof in T ok’ length sx of (L(j) 
8(x, /) = and x E C or of ~rl/( j) and x E B, 
1, otherwise. 
By the Second Recursion Theorem, choose an index io satisfying 8(x, io) = #i&x). We 
claim $(iO) is undecidable for this iO. If t- &(io), then q&, is the characteristic function 
of a set C’ which difiers from C only by a finite amount. Hence by f.d.p. we know 
--~tlr(C’). But by soundnzss we have $(icn), i.e. lu(C’) and so I+&&). By a symmetric 
argum’ent we also obtain t+ 1 Jl(iO) thus completing the proof. 
The proof actually establishes omewha: more about 4i0. 
@~r~lllary 1. For io in Lemmca 1, 4i0 is the characteristic function of 4. 
The characteristic function has value 0 if the element is in the set and 1 
otherwise. If 4i,(x) = G, then 6(x, io) = 0 and so t-$(iO) or t- 7 +(io) contradicting the 
above result. Hence, Vx (4,(x) = 1) siixe 8 is total. 
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To apply Lemma 1 we employ results proved by Baker, Gill and Solovay [l], 
Corollary 2. For Iv(X) in Lemma 1 we may take any of the following formulas: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 
NPX = P”, 
Co(NPX) # NPX (where Co( Y) = (2 1 N - 2 E Y}), 
NPX # Px A Co(NPX) = NPX, 
NPX#RX/\PX = NPX n Co(NPX), 
Px s NPX n Co(NPX) A NPX # Co(NPX). 
;“roof. Clearly all five formulas satisfy f.d.p. Examples of sets satisfying NPX = Px 
and NPX # Px are given in [l]. For the other four cases, C can be taken as any set 
sa,:isf ying P” = NPC and sets satisfying the formulas (ii)-(v) are constructed in [l]. 
Remark. The main lemma is reminiscent of Giidel’s Incompleteness Theorem - and 
of course it does prove that result by furnishing an undecidable sentence. To make 
this- connection even more conspicuous and not rely on results in [l] we can take 
p(X) as ‘X is finite’. Then 
cl(j)c*3x b b >x -Mj(y) # 01. (1) 
The occurrence of q$ would have to be replaced by the T predicate. 
Now in Lemma 1, we can take B = 0 and C = N, the 0(x, j) becomes 
0, if there is a proof of lengths x 
8(x, j) = of e(j) and x EN, 
1, otherwise. 
the Lemma 1 then gives us an io such that #(iO) is undecidable. But c/l(io) means 
3X Vy [Y > X + &(Y )I # 01 
-3x vy [y >x + 1e(y, id = 11 
-3x Vy [y>x++proofin6y stepsof ti(i0)] 
c) $ (io) is not provable. 
i.e. $(io) asserts its own unprovability just as in Giidel’s sentence in his original proof. 
So far, we have only given independence results about relativization,s where X = 0, 
e.g. (ii) gives &i,, where Co(NP ‘$ # Npaio is undecidable bLt 4io is th!e characteristic 
function of 8. In order to obtain independence results conceri!ing other sets we need 
modifications of the main lemma, For any set A, let xA be its characteristic function, 
i.e. 
XAQX) = 
0, if x E A, 
1, if x&A. 
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Lemma 2. Suppose P(X) has fid.p., e(i) ih recursive and there are recursive sets A, B 
such +lhat !?(A) and IV(B) and furthermore A c B. Then there is an index io such that 
&, is ,(A and I#&&), where T is a consistent axiomatkable theory extending Peano 
Arithmetic. 
Proof. We define 0(x, j) as 
0(x, i) = 
0, if x E A or (X E B A there is a proof of e(j) in 6 x steps), 
1, otherwise. 
Using the second recursion theorem obtain an index io satisfying 0(x, io) = &,(x). 
Suppose @(io) were provable in T. Then 4 i,’ [0] = C differs finitely from B and so 
lY(C). But by soundness, if I-&&) we have V(C), a contradiction, and so 
bc&(io) as required. Note further, that A c C, and if &,(x) = 0 with X& A, then 
t-r q9(i0). Therefore C = A = 4 G1 [O] i.e. 4io is xA. It is immediate that @Go) is also 
undecidable, for if t-1$&), then ?P(A), contradicting the conditions of the 
lemma. 
To apply Lemma 2, we first extend a theorem in [l]. 
kemma 3. Given a recursive set A satisfying PA = NP” and consisting of no words of 
even length, we can extend it to a recursive set B such that I?” # NPB. 
PZOOiT. Let A be a set satisfying the hypothesis 
length, we could just as well work with 
If A does words of even 
A’={OOx(Ixlodd/\xEA)u{lxIIxlevcnAxEA). 
Following [l] we construct B z, A such that 
L(B) ={y 13x E B(lxl= Iyl)}E PB. 
This is generated by the following infinite program, where Pr and pi are as defined 
in [I], i.e. pi(n) = i + ni and PB is an enumaration of deterministic polynomial 
bounded programs (for a Turing machine) with oracle set B, whose computation 
lengthls are bounded by pi(n) for inputs of length n: 
not 1; BocA; itO; 
stage: &+I + pm[g&?‘l) < 2” A in > ?Zi A m even]; 
xj + zero(ni+I); 
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if PF(xj) = reject then 
Bi+l+BiuIy/IyI= ni+l A y not queried in computation Pfi on xi}; 
i+i+l; 
got0 stage. 
(zero(n) = word consisting of n 0’s.) 
B is then set to Ui Bi, which is recursive since we can recursively determine at 
which stage an element will be placed in B (i.e. there’is a recursive g, such that 
Y E B WY E BBOQ). 
As in [l], Pr does not recognize L(B) since Pp rejects xi iff PFi rejects xi iff 3 string 
of length ni+l in B iff xi E L(B). Therefore L(B) E NPB -PB and A c B. 
Corollary 3. There is an A such that PA = NPA and an i such that &i = &-A 
but ffT Pdi - NP”, where T is a consistent axiomatisable theory extending Peano 
Arithmetic. 
Proof. Take A as given by [l] to satisfy PA = NPA and containing no elements of 
even length. Take p(X) to be ‘Px = NPX’ and use Lemma 3 to obtain a B 2 A with 
l?P(B). Lemma 2 then yields an index i for XA such that l+&(i), i.e. I+, P” = NP““. 
Remark. If the argument in [l] is formalized, we can effectively obtain an index iA 
such that 4iA is XA and l-T P4i~ = NP’% However, what we cannot prove in T is that 
‘#iA = &‘. SO returning to the P = . WP problem, the fact that there are instances i
such that P4i = NP4’ is undecidable, does not preclude the possibility that P = NP is 
decidable, in particular if 4j is provably ~0, then P4j = NP4i might well be decidable. 
By similar techniques used in Lemma 3, if V(X) is Co(NP*) = NPX or P* = 
NPX n Co(NPX) we can take an A satisfying p(X) and extend it to a set B such that 
?P(B). Then using Lemma 2, we have 
(i) there are an A and i with 4i = XA and Co(NPA) = NPA but bLT Co(NP”i) = 
NP” ; 
(ii) there are an A and i with &i = XA and PA = NPA n Co(NPA) but b/-T Pdi = 
NP” n Co(NPai). 
If we wish to exhibit a set A, such that PA # NPA and an i with +i = XA but 
bcP”i # NP4’, then one possibilitv is to extend A to a set B for which PB = NPB. 
More precisely, if PA # NPA, then letting A* = (0, x) 1 x E A} we CF * have 
PA* # WA* and it is possible to extend A* to B such that PB = NPB. This cb.& done 
by modifying Lemma 1 and Theorem 1 of [l]. As in [l], let M(X) = ((i, x, 0”~ 1some 
computation of NPT accepts x in sn steps}, where we assume our enumeration of 
NPX starts at i = 1, so elements of A* are immediately recognized and define 
&(X) = K(X)uA*. By[l,Lemma l]we have ) is Karp-complete in N 
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satisfies the restrictions A* c X and (U E X -A* + (u)~ # 0) (for by assumption on X, 
and hence Kl(X) E NPX). 
Define 
B,,=A*, 
B n+l={Y IlYl Gn+lAYEKl(Bn))uBn, 
B ={Y IY -I,I~ 
B is recursive since Bn is recursive as a function sf n, Now 
I y ~Kl(B)c*y ~&(BI,I-I~~Y EBI,I-Y EB 
since in a computation NP” of cn steps only words of length <n can be tested for 
membership in B. Hence x is accepted by NPB in <n steps iff x is accepted by 
NP~IYI-~ in <n steps, where y = (i, x, 0”). But then &(B) = B and so B satisfies 
P& = NPS with A* c B as required. 
X sonrcwhat simpler alternative is to perform a case analysis on P = NP. If P # NP, 
then apply Lemma 2 with A = B and B any set satisfying PB = NPB. If P = NP, then 
.PN = NPN and so apply Lemma 2 with A any set satisfying PA f NPA and B = N. 
Similarly by case analysis on Co(NP) = NP we can obtain a set A and index i, with 
& = x,& Co(NPA) # NPA but bL= Co(NPbi) # NP% If Co(NP) = NP, then Co(NPN) = 
NPW, so take A any set satisfying Co(NP*) Z NP* and B = N; and if Co(NP) # NP, 
take A = fll, and B any set satisfying Co(NPB) = NPB. 
The same case analysis could have been done to prove Corollary 3, thus avoidir!g 
Lemma 3 However, the proof is not as constructive in that we do not know which 
case actually applies. 
3. A l7&cormplete set 
In Section 2 we have shown that there is an index i such that & = xA9 Co(NPA) P 
NPA but I+ CO(NP’I) # NP’i. Using Hajek’s method [2]!ve shall obtain this result 
by proving 
beorem. W = {i 1 di is total A Co(NPbi) f NP41) is l7&complete. 
Proof. First of all 5V is Z7,” : For ‘#i is total’ is @ and 
Co(NP”) # NP” eff(&) ti NP+, 
K(X) = {(i, x, O”)l some computation of NPF accepts x in a steps} 
arp-complete NPX set in [l]. 
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CO(NP~I) # NT” -Vj [K(Oi) # NP$] 
c*Vj 3~ [(x& K(#i! I\ xri NPP) v (X E K(4i) /\ x E NPF)]. 
(3) 
The matrix of (3) is recursive and so (3) is l7:. 
To show W is complete, we reduce the @-complete set U = (e 1 W, is finite} to I+! 
Given e, we construct & in stages B,(s) as follows: Let A satisfy Co(NPA) = NPA and 
where n, is defined by the primitive recursion: 
no=O; lsS = pm[m > nS /\ pS(m) < 2”] and nS+l = 2% 
Suppose &(s) has been constructed, Then there are two cases to consider. 
Case 1: 13kz [z is a halting computation of &(k) and nS s z l : n,+l]. In this case 
B=(s+l)=B=(s)uA(s). 
Case 2: 3kz [z is a halting computation of 4,(k) A nS s z c n,+l]. Suppose s is the ith 
step, where 2 occurs and consider NPre’“’ on input Ofis. If this is accepted add to B,(s) 
some string of length n’, not queried in the computation NPre’“’ on Oiis, otherwise add 
nothing to Be(s). 
Now if W, is finite, the 
from then Case 1 applies 
longest halting computation is less than n, for 
; so 
s aad 
B,(s’+ 1) = Be(d) uA(s’) 
for s’ 2 s. Hence B differs finitely from A and so Co(NPBe) = NP? If W, is infinite, 
then Case 2 is applicable an infinite number of times and for each i, there is a stage s 
at which NPfe’“’ ’ 1s considered acting on Otis. Then NPre(S) accepts Ofis ifI Oks belongs to 
L(B,), i.e. iff Ofis is not in L(B=). By construction NP”e’s’(O”s) =NPfe(ORs). Hence 
NPF accepts Otis -0% t(B,) and so E(B,) ti NPBe. 
We have thus shown 
W, finite + Co(NPBe) = NPBe, 
W, infinite + Co(NPBe) # NPBe. 
An index T(e) for the characteristic function of Be can be given effectively and so 
eEU*r(e)E W, i.e. U+W 
Thus W is a@-complete. 
NOW consider the set I@ = {i 1 #i is provably total A I-T CO(NP”~) f +}. Clearly 
this is a !&subset of ut is complete i and so is a proper subset SG 
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W - I@ # 0, i.e. 3 [q$ is total, Co(NPbi) # NP” but bL= Co(NP4) # NP’i]. It can also 
be shown that 
V = {i 1 #i is provably total A Co(NP”i) = NP’i~ 
is H&complete and so Coroll ary 3 could be obtained by showing V - d ~5 0, where 
p = {i 1 q/hi s provably total A l-= Co(NP’i) = NP”‘}. 
4. Concilnsimm 
We have shown there are instances of PA = ‘NP* which are decidable for certain 
& = XA but undecidable for some other 4j = x& These results then neither support 
th.e evidence for nor against he independence of P = NP from Peano Arithmetic or 
Z.F, say. 
We would like to thank the referees for their comments which led to some 
improvements in the presentation. 
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